The objective of this paper is to estimate the parameters and also construct an Optimal Grouped sample in the absence of prior knowledge or guess values of parameters. In this heuristic algorithm, the Median Ranks Regression Method is used to find out Estimates the parameters of Power Function Distribution. We also computed Average Estimate (AE), Variance (VAR), Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD), Mean Square Error (MSE), Relative Absolute Bias (RAB) and Relative Efficiency (RE) for both the parameters under grouped sample based on 1000 simulations to assess the performance of the estimators.
INTRODUCTION
the name Power Function Distribution has been used. Johnson (1970) given that the moments of the power function distribution are simply the negative moments of the Pareto distribution. Ahsanullah and Kabir et al (1975) discussed the Estimation of the location and scale parameters of a Power function distribution. According to Dallas et al (1976) , if Y is power function distribution then Y-1 is the Pareto distribution model. Cohen and Whitten et al (1980) used the estimation in the three parameter lognormal distribution. Rosaiah et al (1991) studied the problem of asymptotically optimal grouping of sample into equiclass grouped sample for maximum likelihood estimation in two parameter gamma distribution. Vasudevarao et al (1994) considered the problem of asymptotically optimal grouping for maximum likelihood estimation in a two parameter Weibull distribution in the case of equispaced group. They also studied the same for maximum likelihood estimation of Weibull shape parameter when scale parameter is known in the case of unequispaced grouped samples. Meniconi and Barry et al(1996) explore the performance of Power function distribution on electrical components and illustrated that power function distribution is most suitable distribution on electrical component data as compared to log-normal,Weibull and exponential models. Theoretically, Kleiber et al (2003) studied power function distribution has an inverse relationship with the standard Pareto distribution, and it is also a special case of Pearson type I distribution. Saran & Pandey et al (2004) estimate the parameters of Power Function Distribution and they also characterize this distribution. Balakrishna et al (2004) and Kantam et al (2005) Median Rank Regression Method. The literature mentioned above, reveals that much attention seems to have been paid for inference based on grouped data from two parameter Power Function distribution. In this, when we have no prior Knowledge about the unknown parameters that we used to construct an asymptotically Optimal Groped Data, which can be used to estimation of parameters using Median Ranks Regression Method. The optimal group limits of a grouped sample from two parameter Power Function distribution constructed which are presented at the in the chapter as Table 4 .7. Here we developed a practical procedure to construct an optimally grouped sample even when there is no prior knowledge or guess values of the parameters are given in section 4.2. In section 4.3 we made an attempt to study some problems of point estimation from grouped data based on Power Function distribution. The Median Ranks Regression method was used to estimate the parameters from such an optimally constructed grouped sample in two parameter Power Function distribution using the optimal group limits constructed and The Average Estimate (AE), Variance (VAR), Mean Square Error (MSE), Relative Absolute Bias (RAB) and Relative Error (RE) of the Scale parameter () and Scale (α) are calculated for assessing the performance of the estimated parameters. Let y1, y2, …,yn be a raw sample of size 'n' dawn from two-parameter Power Function distribution with unknown scale() and shape(α) parameters. The Probability density (p.d.f.) and cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) of Power Function distribution are respectively given by
.
; i = 1,2,3,…,k II. OPTIMALLY CONSTRUCTED GROUPED SAMPLE In this section, we develop a practical procedure to construct an optimally grouped sample in the case when there is no a priori knowledge or guess values of the parameters. In this procedure, we will prefix the number of test units to be failed in each group of the optimal grouped sample and then we record some arbitrary time point after failure of the number of the test units that are to be failed in that group, but before starting the failure of a test unit in the next group. Suppose N is the number of test units put under a life-testing experiment which assumes the Power model (4.1.1) and suppose the experimenter wishes to obtain the grouped life-time data with k classes. Then Table 4 .7 can be used to compute the expected number of test units to be failed in the time interval (ti-1, ti) and is given by fi = Npi ; For i= 1, 2, …, k (1.2.1)
. ; i = 1,2,3,…,k 1) fi is expected number of failures in the ith interval 2) xi' s are optimal group limits obtained from the above procedure 3) k is number of groups 4) N is total frequency fi 's may be rounded to the nearest integers so that N=f1+ f2+…..+f k. Thus, the optimal group limits may be used to compute the expected optimum number of test units to be failed in ith interval (ti-1, ti), for i=1,2,…, k. Here, it may be noted that the experimenter has to observe the random time instants y1, y2, …, yk-1 so as the optimum pre-fixed number of units fi to be failed in the time interval (yi-1, ti) for i=1, 2,…, k taking to=0 and tk =  . In other words, record a random time instant after failure of first f1 test units, but before the failure of (f1+1)th test unit and to record a random time instant after failure of first f1+ f2 test units, but before the failure of (f1+ f2 +1)th test unit and so on. Further, it may be noted that it is difficult to record all exact failure times of the individual units but, it is not so difficult to note a random time instant between the failure times of two consecutive test units. : 2321-9653; IC Value: 45.98; SJ Impact Factor: 7.177 Volume 8 Issue I, Jan 2020-Available at www.ijraset.com
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III. METHODOLOGY A. Median Ranks Regression Estimation Of The Parameters From The Optimally Constructed Equispaced Grouped Sample
We know that t1, t2, …, tk-1the group limits of te optimally constructed grouped Sample using the procedure explained in the above section, are the observed values of the true asymptotic optimal group limits x1,x2, …, xk-1 where as their estimated values are given by 
(1.3.5) Solving the above two equations for A and B, we obtain the Median Ranks Regression estimates (MRRE) of A and B as:
where A = log() and B = 1 α
The rationale for applying least square method is that for a given k, xi's, are fixed values and are can be borrowed from Table 1 .5 where as ti's are random values and are obtained as observations from the experiment. . It may be noted that the least square estimates,  and α obtained from the equations (1.3.8) and (1.3.9) Performance Indices: Goodness of Fit Analysis:
B. Comparison of Median Ranks Regression estimators of Equispaced and Unequispaced Optimally Constructed Grouped Data
The Median Ranks Regression estimators of  and namelly,  and developed in the above section are in non-linear form and hence, it is very difficult to obtain the bias and variances of the estimators. Hence, we have resorted to Monte Carlo simulation to compute the, Average Estimate (AE), Variance (VAR), Standard Deviation (STD), Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD), Mean Square Error (MSE= Variance+Bias2), Simulated Error (SE) and Relative Absolute Bias (RAB), the performance of unequispaced Median Ranks Regression estimators  and ISSN: 2321-9653; IC Value: 45.98; SJ Impact Factor: 7.177 Volume 8 Issue I, Jan 2020-Available at www.ijraset.com we compare with the corresponding equispaced least square estimators obtained from ungrouped sample as well as asymptotically optimal grouped sample based on variance. If ̂ is Median Ranks Method estimate of , m=1, 2 where is a general notation that can be replaced by = , = α based on sample l,(l=1,2,…,r) then The Average Estimate (AE), Variance (VAR), Standard Deviation (STD), Mean Square Error (MSE) and Relative Absolute Bias (RAB) are given respectively by
Variances of the estimators are decreasing as number of groups increases. B. The estimates obtained from optimal grouped sample with equispaced efficient than the unequispaced sample when number of sample increaases . C. When compared with small sample, the estimators in large sample are more efficient. Random Generated values of Power Function Distribution V. AN ILLUTRATION A random sample of 200 observations is generated from a two-parameter Power function distribution with the  = 4, α = 3 using R Software and the ordered sample is given below: rouped the above data into an optimally grouped sample with 10 groups as explained below.
Here, we have N= 200 and k= 10. From Table -5 .1 for k=10, asymptotic optimal group limits are x 1 = 0.5987 , x 2= 0.9875, x 3 =1.09899, x 4 =1.2576, x 5 = 1.7954, x 6 =1.9879 , x 7 =2.0583, x 8 =2.321, x 9 =2.5214. : 2321-9653; IC Value: 45.98; SJ Impact Factor: 7.177 Volume 8 Issue I, Jan 2020-Available at www.ijraset.com Now we compute the expected frequencies f 1 , f 2 , f 3, f 4, f 5 , f 6 , f 7 f 8, f 9 , f 10 which can be obtained by using above values in ( 5.2.1) and are given by f 1 = 3, f 2 =12, f 3 =39 , f 4 =19, f 5 = 21, f 6 =38, f 7 =22, f 8 =12, f 9 =11, f 10 =23 Now we have to choose t 0 =0, t 1 t 2 , t 3, … , t 10= ∞ such that f i (for i= 1,…,10) observations have fallen in the interval (t i-1 ,t i ).
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Here, t 1 is chosen as a random value in between 3 rd and 4 th order observation. Similarly t 2 is chosen as a random value in between 15 th and 16th order observation t 3 and soon t 9 observation choosen same as their respective random order values. Performance of median ranks estimation of Scale () and Shape (α) Parameters of Power Function distribution obtained from optimally constructed grouped sample k= 10, 16,18,20 when Scale () = 4 and Shape (α) = 3 with the equations (1.3.8) and (1.3.9) are Presented in the table 1.4. We have resorted to Monte Carlo simulation to compute The Average Estimate (AE), Variance (VAR), Mean Square Error (MSE), Relalated Error (RE), Relative Absolute Bias (RAB), of the Scale () and Shape (α) Parameters of Power Function distribution are unknown under complte 1000 simulations based on N=50(50)300 generated from Power Function distribution with different Scale and Shape parameters.
A. Conclusion 1)
Variances of the estimators are decreasing as number of groups increases.
2) The estimates obtained from optimal grouped sample variance increases the efficient is increased.
3) When compared with small sample, the estimators in large sample are more efficient. 
